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Project Description
Molecular simulations of large biological systems, such as entire viral capsids, remains a
challenging endeavour from the computational point of view and a priori molecular assessment of the infecting capability is not yet possible [1]. On one hand, the increasing
availability of high-performance computing to carry out large-scale all-atom molecular
dynamics (AA-MD) simulation and the employment of several enhanced sampling methods attempt to overcome the free energy barriers associated to sampling of large conformational changes in protein complexes. Those methods have a potential for delivering
molecular structures and underlying infectious mechanism of the biological systems at
the microsecond time-scales at most. On the other hand, eﬃcient coarse-grained (CG)
models can be 10-fold faster than MD and due to soft energy landscape they are able to
capture the essential picture of the entire viral capsid at the biological scale (i.e. milisecond time-scale). Here, we plan to develop the computational mode using GoMartini [2]
approach for the sampling the large conformational changes from the close to open conformation due to the interaction between the COVID-19 Spike protein and the human angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor. Such process can be of great help to devise potential new drugs [3] or test the eﬃcacy during the cell recognition, limiting the activity of the virus. We plan to conduct research in COVID-19 and distribute tasks e.g.
model development, parametrisation of GoMartini model, bioinformatic analysis, molecular simulation which wiill allow relevant publications in high impact journals.
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